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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY IS BUILT
INTO EVERYTHING WE DO

As a forward-looking company in the pioneering state of California, SDG&E
is closely aligned with our state’s bold climate and environmental agenda.
Our approach to sustainability means:

Reducing our carbon footprint

Fostering energy innovation
and conservation

Encouraging our employees and the communities
we serve to take daily action to ensure a sustainable
energy future for generations to come

Long-term goals rooted in California’s landmark climate policies
By 2022

By 2025

By 2030

• Place two green hydrogen
projects into service to offer
long duration energy storage
and reduce carbon intensity

• Develop an energy-industry
leading supply chain
sustainability program

• Divert 100% of our organic green waste from entering landfills

• Pilot a Virtual Power Plant
to reduce GHG emissions

• Increase recycled water use to at least 90% at all facilities
• Electrify 100% of the Light Duty Fleet
• Transition 30% of overall fleet to Zero Emission Vehicles
• Mitigate direct emissions from gas-fired generation

Driving progress to help California achieve
its bold climate and environmental agenda

Committed to moving climate action forward
in San Diego

• Focusing on environmental stewardship with no coal
contracts

• Collaborated with the City on clean transportation
efforts, integration of more rooftop solar, and increased
penetration of clean energy

• Innovating our grids to reduce emissions
• Steadily evolving robust wildfire mitigation operations
• Implementing an aggressive vehicle electrification plan
• Managing natural gas system to reduce leaks
• Expanding clean technology portfolio with energy
storage, microgrids and hydrogen

• Supported the City’s Climate Action Plan
• Contributed to the City’s progress in its 2019 Climate
Action Plan Annual Report through clean energy efforts,
clean transportation efforts, and green jobs
• Transitioning to CCA to support our future shared
customers with San Diego Community Power

Our sustainability strategy will guide us in our mission to build the cleanest, safest and
most reliable energy infrastructure company in America
Learn more about how SDG&E is powering San Diego’s sustainable future
Visit www.PoweringSanDiegosFuture.com

